
A Discussion of: Jurisprudence Today
Naturalism vs. Positivism

RUTKOVVSKI: In our private conversanons alter Professor Do-
noso's lecture this morning, Professor Strauss uidicated that hp hkcd
very much Professor Donosos listing, in a "minFxnv fa:,hion-" :hc
various schools of jurisprudence. 1 thought this was a very apt phrase
to describe the kind of lucidity we saw in Dr. Donoso's paper.

^o you object. Professor Strauss, to my repuicing your word, "rain-
bowr"

STRAUSS: I do not. Indeed, it is not my word. I just took
it up from the street, not to say from the gutter. ' But it has a certain
aptness of which I have become aware JMst now. It is the insensible
shifting from one side to another which was iar^elv iliustrated hv
this morning's pjper. Now if I may make another irrelevant remark
netore ( come to my main point, I would likt- to say a word about
the term, orthodoxy," which is somehow used or implied when people
speak of right and left. It can be understood in different ways. Either
the orthodoxy is determined by intrinsic "rightness" - this is what
Dr. Donoso did - or you can define orthodoxy by the majority vote,
which could seem to be more deihocratic. From this point of view,*
the behavioralistic school would clearly be the orthodoxy of our day,'
and the natural law people the extreme left. The distinctions which
you made were perfectly clear and entirely defensible on the basis
of the evidence. But I would like to reformulate vour statement.
This does not bespeak any difference between Dr. Dono5w and mvself.

I would put^at th»! left, the extreme left, what I would lo<^elv
call relativism. This includes legal pjsitivism aad oth»:r pt>sinvisins.
IS well as .ijch d position as that oi Lon fuIlLt. n :. v ord. ail ihose
who do not admit any standards higher ih-'.n i>')sitjVL- standards. The



highest positive standard does not have to be the positive law; only

very narrow-minded people assert that. If you admit as the highest

standards, say, the principles of the Western tradition, or ^methmg

like that, that is still a positi\e standard. It is surely preferable to

ordinary legal positivism, but it is, I think, subject to the same charge

- that'it is a relativistic position. Because if you appeal to Western

ideas as the highest principles, then you do nothing different from

what a central African does who appeals to the ideas or values of

his tribe.

i\ow then, if we turn to the right from here, 1 would say we

come next to pragmatism. Pragmatism does have an ethics which

it claims in effect is universally valid. But as universally valid it is

formal; it defines the good in terms of a certain relation between custom

and impulse; the content comes from the infinitely variable customs

and impulses.

If we go one more step in the right direction, to the righu then

we come to something we may call rationalism or idealism. According

to this view, there are universally valid standards of some substance,

but they do not have the character of natural ends; they have the

character of ideals. They are ideas of reason. In other words, here

is the true home of the distinction between the "is" and the "ought."

All those who speak of values in the sense of the values (the eternal

values) or the ideals belong to this group.

Finallv, the fourth group consists of those who deny the funda-

mental distinction between "is" and "ought" by speaking of the natural

law proper. In other wofds, the people whom I loosely called rationalists

or idealists do not admit of natural inclinations, whereas the concept of

natural ends and natural inclinations is essential to the fourth group.

This is the wav in which I see the rainbow discussed so competently

by Dr. Donoso. l' disregarded, of course, the more -subtle differences

within present-day American jurisprudence. But I thmk in substance

we agree, do we not?

DONOSO: Yes.

RUTKOWSKI: I'd like to see if I can point up a question

related to what has just been said. Professor Kirk has emphasized

in his writings the notion of inherited legacy, of culture and tradition

in a strong Burkean sense. I wonder. Professor Kirk, if you can link

what vou have been writing about to what Professor Strauss has

just emphasized in Mr. Donoso's evaluation of positivism and juris-

prudence.

KIRK: Yes, I do see a close connection there. I was especially

interested in Mr. Donoso's account of legal idealism, ^ith rtk'n-v.cf

to Harold Lasswell. and a phrase that we oncoim^oi in L.s^vv. .r.o

all kinds of other people nowadays: human dignity and the [k . i.
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«»f human dignity This has aiwavs puzzled inc in connection wijh tlj..-

legal idealists because it seems so emptv m their context. It iU?er|s

to have no more meaning than the meaning which is contained in^jg^'k
Twain's ironic phrase: "One man is as good as another, or perhaps
a little bit better" — a vague humanitarianism without anv content or
reference. I think there is an understanding of human dignitv in the
traditional jurisprudence, and this is the model and source of human
dignity which provides the law with its majesty. But if we brtai<

with the great traditions of jurisprudence and with its natural law
sources, then the standard of human dignitv, js in :;o much else, i.>

left with only the empty phrase. This phrase, iiuman dignitv, is for

the most part derived from Pico della Mlrandola's celebrated oranor
on this topic. Mirandola was ar>pealin5> to the vieit r-aditions <jt

philosophy and jurisprudence. lie derived human dignitv from a

source more than human. There is implicit in his argunient tlie

existence of transcendent norms and the ussumption that Iiuman nature
is a constant, and that human nature is diijniHcd because ii is >ome
thing more than animal nature. In Mirandola's concept and elscwiiere,

one assumes that there are models lor human nature. For the classical

philosopher, Socrates was such a model vf ".{>at a man should be.

For the Christian, Christ is the model for humanity and an eicampl'*

of how human dignity operates. If one comes :o the leo-^l iclean^Li,

like Lasswell, one constantly finds the piirase, human dignitv, used.
But what actually are they after; what does it mean; what standard
is there for it? How can one be dignified; how can anv man be
dignified if, in fact, he has only an animal nature.^ Why is not
a dog dignified in the same sense? Presumably they appeal to ration

alism, not to right reason, but to rationalism- Man is a rational creature;

therefore, he is dignified. Of course, that doesn't really follow because
there are plenty of shrewd, clever, quick neonle who nevertheless ;»re

lacking in human dignity. So it seems ro sne that Ihtc is onv of

the cardinal points of division m oui lime i)ctueen rhe left in iuri^-

prudence: the understanding of what human clii'nu\ .mu.unrs to. ;!tui

what it is in law that courts and magistrates respect.

SCHUTZ: I would like to comment on this idea of left and right.

Maybe Fm being pedantic, but knowing students I am afraid that

if natural law is looked upon as being right wing, and in this case
extreme right wing, it may capture some odd or negative allegiances.

Natural law, it seems to me, is certainly a means of radical thought
or radical criticism in our time. I hope I demonstrated that in mv
lecture. It can never be a means of radical politics, however. The
natural law school cannot be revolutionary for it has certain values
concerning order and reason in contrast to diMJrdfr -.nd vioIcikc. Thus
i^Tadualism is implicir in it. i^r. Strauss -fK^kf u -hi., noinr a mMmenr
wp: 'vvhen the lelt is the orthodox (MMtic^n. n:".; -m'

' iw ttiinlinu -kiv
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paradoxicallv become a liberal way of thought. A little cartoon I saw

recently illustrated this. Two students with YAF buttons were sitting on

the stone steps of a campus building; one turned to the other and said:

"Just think, someday we'll grow up and be stodgy old liberals."

STANLIS: I think that Professor Schutz has raised a very inter-

esting question bv implication, at least. That is, the whole connection

between legal positivism and politics as such. I think there is a con-

nection. I think that if we were to trace it out historically vve would

see some of the connections deriving from the rationalistic philosophy

of the Enlightenment. But I think scientific positivism, positivism

u hcthcr in iaw or in iv)litics, cannot escape from the consequences of

its own assumptions and methods. The theory inevitably leads. I

think, to the conclusion that tho government which holds power de

facto is the source of law, and that law is nothing but the command

of those who have power. Of course, Hobbes was the first philosopher

in the English-speaking world to put forth that idea explicitly. But

if the law of nature is'eliminated, and if in effect law is conceived of

simplv as power directly applied through political machinery, then

there is, ultimatelv, a complete severance between law and ethics, and

I think in that case positivism denies that there is a moral law to

which the power of the state is in any way subject. I think that

when this happens there i§,9nly one basis for legal and political

authoritv. That is power or might. And I think this moves swiftly

in the direction of the totalitarianisms of our time. So I think that one

of the strong points to note concerning legal positivism is that in its

p)liticaKmanifestations it: feeds directly into totalitarianism.

RLITKOWSKI: It struck me that we had an interesting parado.x

posed bv Professor Donoso this morning. He first noted that natural

law thinking was obviously connected tu a noiion ul nurni. 1 lus umit.

then served to underpin a eunstirucivm. -\ umstiiunon, Imallx, wis

rooted in revolution, in a norm-setting pe-n.^d. i his en.iin ot leasoniiig

would seem to interject something in the way of what Professor Schutz

has said about radicalism and natural law. Professor Donoso, would

you like to review for us that particular notionr

DONOSO: This is one of the points I wanted to bring up in

the paper but did not: namely, the relation between jurisprudence

and political philosophv, a relationship often called jurisp)litical philo-

sophv. Having a legal theory, do you thereby have a political theory?

Or does adherii^ to a political theory imply a legal theory? In con-

nection with Keisen and his ultimate norm, based as it is on a revolu-

tii)nary act. the implied |>olitical philosophy is said to be lotalitariani^r

The crucial is>ue here is what is meant by revoluti<Mi. Tin u .I'v

uho maintain that a revolution is valid, and by this tliL, v.e. :n 'o n.
:

"g(M>d;* if it succeeds in taking pnver: he the result better or worse
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than the previous conditions. If you say that the left wing ij^ iie
schemata I dreu' would give you a sort of totalitaiianisra. vou tnust

remember that the left-wingers say that the right wing )aelds this tvpe

of political structure. Natural law theories become, according to manv
of these people, an excuse for the status quo, an excuse for main-

taining exploitation and calling it natural. Exactly what is the con-

nection between jurisprudence and political philosophy? I really ran't

answ^er that except to point out that each side calls the other the

same thing: totalitarian. This should answer the initial question. Legal

theories do imply political positions. And when one legal philosopher

fails to realize this, his opponent is quick to remind him of it.

7^ R«AL1SS1 It is perfectly true that the riohi and left distinction

as other people or Mr. Donoso or myself use it is merelv a cc>lloquial

convenience, and the political connotations, are verv complicated. One
could as well say that Professor Donoso presented these various positions

in an ascending order, and forget about right and left: then this

difficulty would be disposed of easily. But onr: thing surprised me
most in Mr. Donoso's paper. At the beginning, I was completely at

a loss as to what he meant when he called Lasswcll a legal idealist;

but then I was reminded by what Mr. Kirk said, that one can ip

a pinch call him a legal idealist. I agree eniirelv v.-ith Mr. Kiiu's

final judgment that Lassweli's niotion of human dignit)yhas no solid

basis. He opens one of his books with the unholy trinity of "safety,

income, deference" as the only motivations of political men in general.

How can he ever arrive at amotion of human dignity?) To say nothing

of the fact that what is good for the goose, called politician, is also

naturally good for the gander, called scientist. Or is the scientist also

motivated only by safety, income, deference? What will we have

to think of Lasswell then? And if a professor can be guided bv some-

thing mofe noble than Siifcty. income, deference, it is perhaps possible

for at p<j|ifician also to be guided b/ something hii:her. Dut the more:

precise", reason why I believe that Lasswell cannot arrive at a tenable

conception of human dignity is this: You cannot speak of human
dignity if you cannot speak of self-respect, and you cannot speak of

self-respect if you do not admit the possibility of self-contempt. Now
what possibility of self-contempt can exist on the basis of the absolute

relativism of the urges which Lasswell is preaching all the time? There-

fore, I would say that his idealism is only the respectable relic of a

heritage which he enjoys; it does not belong to the theoretical position

taken by him.

DONOSO: It is a relic in the sense that it is Yankee Protestantism

become secularized.

I STPiAUSS J Yes. hiir ihe Seculari'/ation is m /a*i "ihe abolition

flff uhat has lx:eoiue bcvularized. As -for the Other fmrni (nfhf^ VhS
raised in the discussion: the necessarily revolutionary origin cf ii\€



hisic norm; I do not know whether Kelsen ever said this explicitly,

but this, of course, is not ultimately decisive. The fundamental alter-

native may be said to be the one between Hobbes and Aristotle.

According to Hobbes, the state of nature is a state of anarchy out of

which a revolutionary founding act creates order. Accordingly, as

Hobbes says somewhere, the beginnings of no government can be just-

ified in conscience - Burke himself repeats this somewhere. The

alternative view would, 1 think, admit that in many cases this is so,

but there is no necessity for that; that is the meaning, I think, of the

statement at the beginning of Aristotles Politics, that there is a way

that the political community can come into being without any violence,

without any crime, by nature, through the outgrowth of the family

or the village, for instance. The denial of this ffossihility is, I believe,

the decisive difference. In other words, one can be very skeptical as

to the origins of governments, or organized political societies, in tiie

majority of cases. But one must not go so far as to deny the intrinsic

possibility of a just beginning of civil society. This, I believe, is the

difference between Aristotle, say, and MachiavelH and all those who

follow him.

PAUL: When you talk about questions like censorship, obscenity,

pornographv, abortion, artificial insemination, marriage, divorce, capital

punishment, homosexuality, etc., you cannot talk about legal questions

alone, and they certainly are snot moral questions per se, because there

happen to l>e laws on the books. Positive laws, not abstract laws or

divine laws. Now, if you are going to talk about e.xamination of these

laws, which is what. 1 ahi dealing with in my own specific category

of sterilization, how do you examine these laws? Do you examine

them as lawmakers, as theologians, as marriage counselors, or do you

examine them as ordinary citizens, as parents, as sweethearts, or what?

In other words, here is a case where you are -lor talking abuut ihe

"is" and the "ought"; you are talking about hoth. U\ tjther wr.rds. the

"is" is the law, but the "ought" - If you are talking nb'jut :.terilizatitm

or abortion - the "ought" is the law, the societal law and the moral

law. Now, you can't separate those two except analytically when

you sit and gab. But the two, won't you agree, are inseparable?

DONOSO: Yes.

PAUL: The question is, how do you separate them? If you

want to talk about what to do with the Michigan divorce law, or

if vou want to talk to someone who asks what we are going to do

about the Michigan sterilization law, you are not talking about an

"ought"; you are talking about a real, positive law and what ought to

be done with it. You see, you are involved in both.

When vou are dealing with concrete problcns - narticiiiajrlv

problems that deal with social morality, public moraiit;. rhe moxL-s,

as well as the morals, of the society are part of it the "is." That is
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to sav, we are not talking about an "ought" abstractly. If you 'JO over *

to the library and pick up the Michigan divorce law or the Michigan

law of homocide, it won't look like much when you read it. but the

"ought" is in that law, and the aspirations of Michigan, written into

common law over the years, are part of that law insofar as homocide

Is concerned. So that actually we are talking ahcmt "oughi'* in a

different sense from the "ought" that you were talking abnit in the

natural law framework of your lecture. We are talking about oughts ';

that is, moral "oughts" — expectations that actually are part of positive

law. Whether they are pure is another thing, but they are certainly

part of it. And I think the difficulty is one you speak of: How do

you take them out of the positive law to talk about them; how do you

abstract them, particularly if you are talking about chanf;mg, repealing,

improving, or extending the law?

SCHUTZ: I'd like to take a crack at Professor Donoso's calm.

After he had gone through the entire paper and shown a wide spectrum

of opinion, opinion that is basic .ind unletting. 1 mighi add — es^^ecially

in respect to the one I do know ot, Lasswell - lie came down to

a final dichotomy: that the positions on the spectram are essentially

naturalism and supernaturalism. In the first place, 1 am not sure what

he means by supernatutalism, but I would deny there is any neceisitv

of labeling anyone there a supematuralist. I would also deny that tht

positivists are the naturalists. I imagine that those were the ones

Donoso was considering ro be the naturalists, is that ^o?

DONOSO: To a degree.

SCHUTZ: Do you mean by nature, "natural science?" Or do

you mean that man's nature is ever changing, constantly malleable;

or that man can be made into anything because he's a lump of clay?

Tlien, the positivists are the naturalists. But if you mean that man
has a nature or an irreducible core of luimanness, I do not st^ where

tlie term has to be pie-empted by one s-de <jr the other. I mvself

deny that supernaturalism is necessary to any of the positions, though

all of them rest upon certain metaphysical assumptions.

I find the last assertion in Donoso's lecture most disagreeable.

He did not go into the political differences that result from the positions

he delineated. However, I suppose you arc aware of them. He said

that somehow these people can agree upon something; namely, fulfill-,

mcnt of man. In effect, he is repeating an old rhubarb of political

science — let's have an agreement to disagree. Professor Strauss referred

to this in his lecture. When there's an agreement to disagree, and

evervbody says there are ultimates we don't agree uiion but we can

dorcti OP all becondarv things, ir mean< :hat !he uitiniates ire nor im-

portant to rhern. Other juestions are moie iifirxjcfant, ::nd riiiv nx

in agreement on those, but that li. bumethiiu^ rJM.. -^ the -jllimnte:;
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/are of basic importance, the agreement to disagree becomes some kind

of wishy-uashv liberalism. If these are the important questions of

our lime, and thev do have important consequences for our behavior,

it will be difBcult'to bypass them by some agreement to disagree. As

to the fulfillment of man. it is said that they all can agree upon it.

That sounds all right, but let's stop a minute. What is man? For

if you apply this to each one, you're involved in the same thing all

over again.

tSJgaOSS]] I do not agree. But I have a similar difficulty as

Mr. Schutz has. If a naturalist is a man who denies grace or is

ignorant of grace, Aristotle was a naturalist. But in another sense

if is false to call Aristotle simply a naturalist. To simplify matters,

let me call Aristotle the highest representative of naturalism and Thomas

Aquinas the highest representative of supernaturalism. Now, how

could Aristotle and Aquinas live together as citizens of the same poli-

tical community and have a vevf broad agreement with one another

while still being in fundamental disagreement? I would say they could

be fellow citizens. And why? Because there is the thing called

"temporal felicitv." regarding which the two men would entirely agree.

Thev would disagree regarding the supernatural felicity, but this would

not affect their, xvorking together for the temporal welfare of their

community. Let us look at the present situation in this country.

Catholics and non-Catholics live together as citizens on the basis_QOt

- . s — ' r: r~~r~TT TZ ^»*. ^M^nnr-Alnn r»rinrinlp<;

was- a justihcation tor rrotessor i^ronosos stopping at this point

saving that the ultimate disagreement regarding the supernatural cannot

be settled, at least not by human beings; nevertheless, it is possible to

ha\ c a solid basis of rational agreement between these two branches oi

human beings. Is this not so?
.

DONOSO: I didn't mean it in thai senst- i puqx>sciy mciint it

to be used in a wide sense, so that each couid leaa into the term what

he wished. But, to be specific, it means that the end of man for super-

naturalistic ethics is to be found in some sort of deity. T^^s wn refer

to traditional theistic religions that are based upon the Bible or, it

vou wish, to some sort of modern or contemporary idealism with its

cosmic mind. The distinction I introduced was primarily metaphysical,

and secondarily, ethical and jurisprudential. Metaphysically speaking,

naturalism refers to the position that all things are within a time-space

continuum, so that the end of man has to do with the temporal. 1

recognize that within the naturalist position there are shades of dit-

ferences. For example, there are those who are called gross materialists

and tend to make man no different from a rock or a pig. Th* n r.eie

are those who maintain there is something "unique' .n mA- 'iivu

based on matter and ha\ing no foundation beyond space aiici i -« ^^

do the contemporary naturalists of the humanist movement.

My separation of the natural and the supernatural meant in n<j

way to bring in grace; it meant in no wav ro exclude it cither, or to

put the Thoinist or Catholic in one category, and the others in a different

category. And when I said that I saw no grounds tot bringing the

supernaturalistic and natutalistic positions to<»cther. I meant that I ;«m

pessimistic in thinking that the Thomists, hor example, who sav that

the basis of their philosophy can be shown bv reason — I'm nor

saying that it can't — will ever convince the non-Thomists that this

is so. Like it or not, we have with us metaphysical problems that deal

with the nature of man. To make significant progress in human
relations in the political, or jurispoliticai, realm ue must agree on uiti

mates concerning man. This we have been unable to do. \Vc cann«"'

threaten our neighbor's life: "Agree with nie or else!" Should 'Vt>

then "agree to disagree'' and leave the Situation stand as such? ff

we do, does this mean that ultimates are unimportant? Whatever we
do, we must recognize that ultimates arc the most important issues

confronting man. However. I believe we can make some pro'^ress in

the jurispolitical area without decrenerating — and I purposelv use that

word — into an attitude of "let's ibrget about ultimates; thev're not

important." Actually, we have been doing this. Wc have bcen,li\in"^

together even with our different answers to ultimate questions, bv»can^e

of our common concern for man's temporal felicitv. Both the: r.-\riiij:! .

and the supernaturalist have one common interest — unless their words

have been empty — nam.ely, man's happiness. Both would agree that

the world should be made a place in which man ^on fulfill himself.

This is to make the world a better place in which to live. As each

new issue arises, we must continue to try to solve the problem without

permitting those who maintain man's temporal felicity to interfere

with those who hold to man's need for eternal happiness, and vice

versa.

STiiNLIS: I interpret tliat {xjriion of Professor Donosos naper

^vnich dealt with bridging the gap in terms of a Kind ot moiai prudence.

not so much in terms of metaphysical principles, about which men
differ very strongly. But even granting that difference and recognizing

it fully and putting a primacy on it, men can, I think, still get along

in the realm of the practical, often with different motives, if they

observe prudence and temperance by restraining their insistence at all

points upon the truth as they see it. For example, it is perfectly con-

ceivable that a supernaturalist and a naturalist, in the sense that Mr.
Donoso uses the terms toward the end of his paper, might find some
individual very seriously in need of the necessities of life. The motives

of the supernaturalist might be fhc '^lorv of God in helping Mich

a person: the motives of the naturalist might ^iinplv fic materialist

But thov could both ayree that the person in vnI(.^:ion r.':tedi> .onomic

issistance. They might also agree as to rjicir '^n.:*^\<. "^Ik-v hj nrw
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ciples as ideology or sentiment, as something to oppose the Communists,

or to capture the minds of men in the underdeveloped regions, and
purely that, you come to operate at a level of hypocrisy that affects

your ver\- action. All of us are affected by this. The Negro problem

is the most perfect example. We are taught from the very beginning

the idea of equality, the ideal of the sovereignty of the law. And
yet in daily practice ue avoid it. W'c ourselves participate in the entire

mess of it. We thus impugn our \ery morality. How does it affect

us? Take a look at the statistics of the World Health Organization,

our crime rate, our homicide rate, our suicide rate, our alcoholism, our

resort to violence. I remember Ashley Montague saving that when
he stepped into this country and saw policemen carrying guns, he uas

astounded, and he looked for the Indians. There are more murders

committed in one of our major cities than in an entire countrv of

VV^estern Europe. Perhaps nothing can be done about it. I ccrtainlv

am aware of the obstacles. But, I am pointing out what it has done
to us: what it is doing to us. I am sick of the great American celebratioii.

If we are to impro\e, if we are to progress toward our highest moral

ideals, we at least have to be aware of them.

ZIMMERMAN: In defense of Dr. Schutz, and in offense of

Professor Mcrschel and the National Association of Manufacturers

and other flaow avers, let ir.o make a few comments here. 1 think the

real issue, nnd I have thought about this a long time, is not precisely

our free enterprise system. I am not even sure what that is. given

our corporate capitalism, .our oligojx>lies, and so forth. The real issue

is the whole prol»lem "f Ithe industrial S(Kietv. Profess(^r Schutz

brought out in his pafxr the destruction of communitv in the Llniied

States, ami I woukl like to say that 1 doubt verv iiuKh whether the

majority ol us here, or a inajoritv of th<' Mudiencfr. kno\' < vh.ir :i

community is. I have had the good fortune to live outsidj o^ the

United States in a comniunit\. Fiie veiv ract rnar rp" romrnun!r\

has been destroved so effcctiveiv is, I would sa\. uccoutned ior bv

the high mobility dcnKinded by the industrial society. This is the

really crucial problem. And when Schutz talks about legislation of

public moralitv and the problem of politics, I wonder if there's anv-

thinq ue can reallv do. iriven the validitv of his suggestion that this

huge industrial society, which is growing and growing, will become
more of a danger in the future than it- is now. Granted that we
still have freedom to sit around and talk like this; how much longer

are we i;oing to ha\e such freedom? Given the trends that have been

{pointed out by V\'illiam Whyte. by C. Wright -Mills, or bv Ortega

V Casset, if vou want to start where it reallv was p:>inted out.

iSTlVAliSS^ What Dr. Ziinnu rman savi ^oes tb i^ f«of of "fte

matter , I aj;ree entirely with her description of ottt Situation, ^qt
what can we do? The simplest, most practical, and least pretentious

-4

yf^ *o i?l\Jer5tand tiie question $ to ask oneself, "What can 1 do

|iijced where I .»m?'* I, h»r instance, tiap|H:n ttt be d teacfvcr. MSjiow

tiidk^ some of the members of the panel arc tif'O teachers; tf I am .'lot

mistaken I see some actual and p<itential teachers in the audience too.

As teachers we have to face the problem every day in the shape •.n

the problem of quantity versus quality, <3^ ihc problem of concentre

tion versus distraction. Everyone of us can do something in this te-

spect. Somehow, we all have the feeling that the teaching profession

is not just one among millions; it occuniei Some higi>er. c\cn a key

position in the whole me of the natioa.

That something has gonr wroni; mTexhin^! in ihe tlstiv^O ^/^^'
arions is, I believe, admitted toda^ W m:in\ pfiopte- Some people

needed Sputnik to learn that something 'had gone wrong, but others

did not. I think some change is now taking place in the State of

Michigan., for e.xample; also in other states. A profound change,

especially in the teaching of the secfal scicni:e; ^nd the huuntnikjics,

would affect a very large part »p the whole ciiiZcn hody of the next

generation. This is something vvhich, i htlievt, is more promijfing

than legislation. This vvould be mv £;enera! answrr. One ^ouJd, Jr
course, also think of specific legislation; for example, some of the points

which Professor Schutz raised so well about pfxshienk^ de^tiom ge^^r-

ally being a popularity contest. One should consider whether there

shouldn't be a constitutional amendment, or mavbe gn ordinan' |:y.v

forbidding TV debates, because thev obviouslv puk a premium on ope

particular quality which is surely not identical with statesmanship.

The comparison of the two examples, which I gave, shows that

I put a greater faith in what we can do in the field ol education. In

that field, no legislation is required, but rather a change of attitude

<Sn a^ pairt of facukiej or ^ministrations.^ In tf>c -first fhce Hte

ijbolitior> ai "th^ principle ^'publish <5r jpemh 1 HO If^pPWifmrKt io

fprakof. ddn be expected d^rohg^S tiiS principle feff\Si\ns »V^ control.

.\t present, the great question concerns the interpretation of the piinLipie

mentioned: Do we judge people by the number of their publications,

or by numbers of pages in their publications? Or to take another

example, a salutary change would i>e effected if political science de-

partments in graduate schools vvould regard it as more important to

train people who can teach well in college the principles of American

government than to train men for research along "behavioralist" lines.

MERSCHEL: If we try to bring up natural law principles in

teaching American government, we run into a kind of in built tradi

rional resistance of the .Anierit\jn min-j : -^rv ^•'. ';!: •^ri.'^' jple- '•' 'b

111-: ih >H:»ht. \m<I this i.. 'm^ •» up-' • . • «: tm-i''* ;'

.:'. i:fr;'::il ''v\': vir.i! 'r:'":i:i r^r: ;..;•' r''. ii.jr :•. .>v :i . .

•

•jomiuitteU very iieavily '</. ;<*.• I >>»-.• .;"ij i. : . . .. :. ^l. '
>•

have done away with abstract thought, and it has worked. Now vou



may say that on a low level this argument has to do with the assembly

line which surrounds us in Detroit, while on a very high level it's

very sophisticated. But I think that when you try to argue natural

law principles there is what, I suppose, you could call the very dear

and cherished laissez-faire theory of American government.

SCHUTZ: There is one thing I don't like in what Professor

Merschcl just said, and that is our belief that it has worked. We
don't have to get to natural law or nature as a norm immediately. We
can show where our system has not worked. This belief that we have

achieved the ultimate in society, that we have created the new order

of the world, is just happy-talk. It is what I meant by the great

American celebration, as exemplified in Boorstin's The Genius of Ameri-

can Politics, or John Fischer's theory of the consensual majority. You
believe that it has worked; it's just that your full bellies have prevented

you from thinking, from opening your. eyes. Your jumping in a car

and roaring down the street to satisfy your sexual impulses have pre-

vented you from looking out the windows of that car. If you believe

that it has worked, you have merely lit one of those cigarettes which

have been so aptly called "adult sugar-tits" and pacified yourself to

the reality that goes on around you. If you think that our national

ideals, our national purposes as they were phrased by our Founding

Fathers worked, read them agaii^ and look around you. They haven't

worked. The great American celebration is an idec^logy, a rational-

ization of what we have. In fact, many people believe that we are

not moving any closer to it; we're moving further from it. A perfect

examplewould be the school segregation cases. It took almost a hundred

years for our political system to come around to doing what was pro-

claimed in the fever of war — tp making a step toward the 14th Amend-
ment and its equal protection of the laws clause It should he p<uRtf;d

out that in 1954 this step was taken bv the. leat;t political .i<iencv <;F

our political system when it reversed i^r own precedent. Th.it decision

has been nullified in practice by the political part ut our political

system again and again. Furthermore, it engendered a great deal

of violence. Now that we have ended legal segregation, what has

happened? We have found a new way of segregating socially; we
are abandoning the large cities to the Negro. We are now making

them Negro ghettos. You can contribute this to social processes if

you wish. But if you will look at the housing laws, FHA, Veteran's

Housing, the mortgage requirements, credit regulations, and so many
other things, you will see that there is a great deal of governmental

policy in this. This is what Professor Merschel referred to as "it

works."

RUTKOWSKI: Let me introduce briefly a someuhat iiffcrtnr

emphasis. The "celeoration" of America may be something we might

come to wring our hands over, but when has a nation not had an

•inconsistency between its ideals and practices? Hecall the struggle

between the Socratic school and the Sophists. The Sophists were

accused of destroying public virtue, of meretnciousJ) teaching the skills

of success in the city-state. But we also know that the Sophists were

the prudent children of this world, and merely res]X)nded to actual

civic conditions in which the superficial trappings of citizf*nship. iiitlwi

than sacrificial dedication to the common good, were rewarded.

fSTIlAUSSj As I see it, the American tradition is more than the

European tradition, a tradition not, as some rontemporaries say. of

resistance to principles or contempt for principles, but. on the conirorv.

of affirming principles. It would be hard to find Emopean parallels

of equal standing to the Declaration of Indepentitnce^ the Gettvsburj:

Address. The issue would rather seem to be this: in the 19th century,

everywhere in the West, not onlvMn this country, peoijle became So

much assured of the fact of progress and the future of progress ih:it

they no longer felt a need to think &lv?iit principles. The populnr

identification of i^ood with progressive and had with feactionar^ was

a clear sign of this situation. It no longer seemed necessarv to know

the good or the just as such, but only the direction of the historical

movement, something factual; for given the certaintv of pro^«. the

change was bound to be a change in th.^ right directioh. Now ?V?

our age this has become questionable for the first time to the meanest

capacities and, therefore, today no one can afford t«f be blind to th<.

question of principles. So if there was a period of dormancy of thought

about principles in the 1 9th century, this dormancy is no longer poss

ible.

In a way this is admitted by behavioralist social science, for a

distinction between fact an:! values implies that there can't be certainty

fegarnin^] prci^rebs. This is not to deny., of course, that behavioralisin

goe^ eUien fsirther than its 19th centurv piciieccsf.<?rs in di^rcdifing

the question regarding principled, insofar a§ it B^S€its iKat all principlfs

are subjective.

ZIMMERMAN: I would like to pursue further the problem which

Professor Strauss has just raised about the behavioralists. In his paper,

Professor Schutz made it very clear that he thought science, and I

imagine he meant positivistic science, positivistic methodology in the

social sciences particularly, is on^ of the greatest obstacles to creating

morality in the public sphere or agreed moral principles. Professor

Strauss has just finished making the comment that the behavioralists

maintain — and they are in the large majority, or so we are told -

that all of these moral principles and mirms \n: i.irwtiv >ubiectivc.

flencc. ciich man to K'*^ own principles: r»boclv '^ rii;l>t. ind tlierr crt

!h' no rationul debate '.onceriijna ihi> problem o^ nu;rahtv because 'hi

problem of morality simph is irratMmal id lih^. ^(> 'M:m ?^uft:,^..

Schutz say something more about this.


